
NO CODE  
AUTOMATION PLATFORM

FUNCTIONAL ADVANTAGES CLAUDIO’S SOLUTION

Claudio is a product that facilitates you in the execution of all those activities 
that require coordination between processes,tools and people.
Automate and perform for you all those repetitive tasks that engage your 
days saving you time and minimizing errors for those manual tasks that 
typically complete your business processes.Integrate business applications 
in just a few clicks, transforming complex processes into simple automations
Harness the full potential of the cloud to digitize your services and make 
them available to your employees wherever they are, whenever they can. 

• User-friendly no-code platform;
• Possibility of creating custom adapters and 

nodes;
• Extensive catalog of ready-to-use 

applications in just a few clicks;
• Logical, text, conAversion and filtering 

ready to use operations;
• Automatic triggering from emails, events 

on applications such as ticket openings.
• Ability to create reusable templates;
• High reliability and resilience of the cloud 

infrastructure.

• Budget and resource savings on repetitive 
activities;

• Visualization of every task performed by 
automation;

• Monitoring of the flow progress with 
alerting on dashboard and emails;

• Ability to add robot executables on  
individual PCs for Client-side automation;

• Ability to add easily custom applications 
and On Premise.

powered by

CODELESS

STANDARD ACCESS

FORM BASED

INTEGRATION VIA YAML

NATIVE OPERATIONS

SCALABLE AND EDITABLE

No need to write code.

Configurazione degli accessi tramite 
Oauth2, Api key, certificati, etc.

Fill out simple forms to  
perform operations.

Any new integration can be easily 
developed via the YAML descriptor.

You already find the operations  
you need always in graphic format.

Developed on Kubernetes clusters it can 
scale and increase power where  

and when needed.



TRUSTED BY

CASE STUDIES

ITA Rome ITA Naples
Contacts 
info@claudioconnect.com || claudioconnect.comUSA Boston USA Dover

WE LOVE TO SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS
Book Your Free Demo Now
Claudio is a platform developed and licensed by AUTOMYO.

FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING

CUSTOMER SERVICE

HUMAN RESOURCES

IT OPERATION

MARKETING AUTOMATION  
& SALES ENABLEMENT

DATA MANAGEMENT

PROCESS AUTOMATION

• Integrated invoicing process
• Automatic data collection using OCR
• Advanced spreadsheet management 

and data reconciliation

• Automated request sorting 
• Reminders and complaints management
• Customer Satisfaction Monitoring

• Integrated communication sorting
• Automated on-boarding and e-recruiting 
• Management of timesheets and industrial 

work scheduling

• Integrated invoicing process
• Automatic data collection using OCR
• Advanced spreadsheet management 

and data reconciliation

• Integrated invoicing process
• Automatic data collection using OCR
• Advanced spreadsheet management 

and data reconciliation

• Automated migration and data entry
• Automated data update and cross-checking
• Data extraction from all formats and report 

generation

• Integration of external software
• Automatic task sorting
• Administrative process management

Designed for the accounting and finance of companies 
that need to optimize management processes and want 
to improve workflows, Claudio makes it possible to 
automate and monitor up to 15 times the number of daily 
processes in one third of the time, while increasing the 
rate of machining accuracy.

Mailboxes receive hundreds of emails daily that need 
to be filtered, forwarded to and processed by the right 
operator. An efficient customer service is a vital element 
for companies to stay competitive. Claudio filters 
addresses, domains, keywords, name of the documents 
and activates a flow of forwarding and sending 
notifications, as needed.

Claudio is able to digitize the human resources 
department’s processes, transforming it into HR 4.0, 
by making h24 services available in self provisioning 
based on precise authorization levels, with complete 
traceability of all processes and with constant 
monitoring of workloads and time of execution.

Claudio intervenes efficiently and error-free in all those 
repetitive and human-error-prone tasks, ensuring that 
IT staff focus on more strategic activities, reducing errors 
and meeting business needs more efficiently. 

Designed for the accounting and finance of companies 
that need to optimize management processes and want 
to improve workflows, Claudio makes it possible to 
automate and monitor up to 15 times the number of daily 
processes in one third of the time, while increasing the 
rate of machining accuracy.

The production of business or management control 
reporting requires a great deal of organizational effort, 
which often comes up against certain limitations, often 
related to tight deadlines or even reliability issues. 
Claudio can support enterprise data management 
automating low value-added activities.

Business process automation can increase productivity 
and profits and meet the
business needs. With Claudio, organizations can 
automate the most repetitive and time-consuming 
manual processes to maintain a competitive advantage 
and expand their opportunities in a volatile and ever-
changing market.


